
It’s what’s next.

Plex by the Numbers: Quality

Our Customers Talk About Quality from the Plex 
Manufacturing Cloud
The real cost of quality is the price you pay for not having it. That’s 
what our automotive customers tell us. Check out the numbers they 
associate with quality in the Plex Manufacturing Cloud.

The number of countries in which Shape Corp. 
has more than 1,300 employees who use Plex.
“We chose Plex because it was a good fit for our business...
Because of the complete data integration within the Plex 
Manufacturing Cloud, there is only one employee list which not only 
tracks human resource needs but also serves as a quality checklist 
for each employee.” 

Shape Corp., Global Roll Forming and Injection Molding 
Supplier

Percent improvement in monthly material cost dis-
crepancies.
“At any one time, Kamco can house over $1 million in inventory...at 
the end of every month we sometimes had 20 percent discrepancies 
of unaccounted inventory...The automated operations now possible 
with Plex improve every part of our operations.” 

Kamco Industries, Inc. Global Injection Molding Supplier
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It’s what’s next.

Percent improvement in accuracy.
“We saw a huge improvement...Raw materials and work-in-process 
inventory are down by more than 30 percent...Our first-pass quality 
has improved 15 to 20 percent...” 

Wolverine Advanced Materials, Global Provider of Advanced 
Vibration Damping and Sealing Products

As in nada.
“Before...we’d typically find about a 5 percent variation between 
actual and recorded inventory. Since the launch of Plex...I can trace 
everything back to the second the raw materials arrived, without 
ever leaving my desk.” 

Spring Dynamics, Inc., Manufacturer of Automotive Springs

Percent efficiency. It’s possible.
“The Plex system prevents us from working on a part unless 
everything is set up properly, the correct raw material components 
are present, and all our inspections are done...it’s a big reason why 
we are not making the mistakes of our competitors.” 

ByTec Inc., Supplier of Electronic and Mechanical Assemblies

Percent less paperwork.
“Plex has allowed us to reduce our entire company’s paperwork by 
more than 50 percent...All data is stored on the Plex system, and we 
can access it at any time.” 

Champion Plastics, Custom Injection Molder
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